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SOUTH SUDAN`S APPLICATION TO JOIN EAC DELAYED TO NOVEMBER 
30th April 2012  

 
President Jakaya Kikwete (second, right) and other heads of state of the East African Community hold documents after they had signed protocol at the just-ended 
extraordinary summit. 

East African Community (EAC) heads of state on Saturday directed the Council of Ministers to come up with a verification report by 
November, this year, regarding an admission request of South Sudan to join the five-nation regional bloc. 

The date was set at a closed-door meeting in Arusha, Tanzania, after the leaders received an initial report of the EAC Council of 
Ministers. 

The meeting was attended by Presidents Mwai Kibaki of Kenya (Summit Chairman),Yoweri Museveni of Uganda, Jakaya Kikwete of 
Tanzania and Paul Kagame of Rwanda. Burundi’s President Pierre Nkuruzinza was represented by his First Vice President Therence 
Sinunguruza. 

The presidents expressed concern on the ongoing conflict between the newly independent Southern Sudan and Republic of Sudan 
and urged leaders of the two countries to return to the negotiating table for a peaceful resolution said Dr Richard Sezibera, EAC 
Secretary General, in the communiqué read at the close of the meeting. 

The EAC in the communiqué, a copy of which has been availed to EANA, also appreciated the role the EAC Partner States have 
played in resolving the conflict in the two Sudans and asserted further commitment in assisting to solve disputes bordering the 
region’s countries through peaceful means. 

The Presidents in another milestone decision has directed for the extension of the jurisdiction of the EA Court of Justice to cover, 
among other crimes against humanity. 

It has ordered for the Amendment of the Treaty establishing the EACJ and the EAC Council of Ministers to consider the matter 
before the end of next month and report to an extra-ordinary Summit to be convened immediately after that. 
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The EACJ’s extension of jurisdiction comes up suddenly following pressure pile up in Kenya not to allow four top personalities to be 
tried before the International Criminal Court in The Hague, Netherlands for the December 2007 post-election violence in Kenya, 
which left about 1,500 killed and 3,500 injured and up to 600, 000 forcibly displaced. During 60 days of violence, there were 
hundreds of rapes, possibly more, and over 100, 000 properties were destroyed in six of Kenya’s eight provinces. 

The Summit commended the exemplary role played by Uganda’s Ms Beatrice Kiraso, the outgoing EAC Deputy Secretary General in 
Charge of Political Federation, during the past six years. 

The 43-year-old-Jessica Eriyo, sometimes spelled Jesca Eriyo, has been appointed as a replacement for Ms Kiraso, who according to 
EANA sources, is heading to join the United Nations as a Head of UN Mission for East and Southern Africa in Lusaka, Zambia. 

Ms Eriyo is a Ugandan educator, social worker and politician. She served as the State Minister for the Environment in the Ugandan 
Cabinet, from 2006 until 2011.In the cabinet reshuffle of 27 May 2011, she was dropped from the cabinet and was replaced by Flavia 
Munaaba. 

She also served as the elected Member of Parliament representing Adjumani District Women's Constituency, from 2001 until 2011. 
In the 2011 national elections, she lost to Jesca Ababiku, an Independent candidate, who is the incumbent MP. 

As it was largely expected, the Summit has renewed contract for the last and final three years of a Deputy Secretary General (In 
charge of Productive and Social Sectors) Jean-Claude Nsengivumva from Burundi. 

The appointment of new Deputy Secretary General will see shake up in the duties assigned to four deputy secretaries general next 
week. 

The Summit has adopted in principle the destination model of clearance of goods where assessment and collection of revenue is at 
the first point of entry and revenues are remitted to the destination partner states subject to the fulfillment of key pre-conditions to 
be developed by the high level task force. The Summit directed the council to initiate its operationalization and report progress at 
November Summit. 

The EA Presidents signed the Protocol on the regional co-operation in defense. The Protocol should be ratified and instruments of 
ratification deposited with the EAC Secretary General by 30th November 2012 and that the negotiations on the mutual defence pact 
commence to immediately thereafter. 

 

KIBAKI JOINS EAC FRAY TO REFER THE HAGUE CASES TO ARUSHA COURT 

The Government is working to persuade the International Criminal Court to give up jurisdiction over two Kenya cases set to go to full 
trial soon. 

Recent developments and statements by senior officials suggest this effort has now gone into overdrive. On Saturday, the 10th 

Extraordinary Summit of East African Community Heads of State sanctioned efforts to have The Hague cases referred to the East 

African Court of Justice. This follows the ICC’s reluctance to consider sending the cases against four Kenyans to a local court. 
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The EAC meeting, chaired by President Mwai Kibaki, closed with a 

resolution to extend the jurisdiction of the East African Court of Justice to 

cover crimes against humanity. This opens the way for the ICC accused to be 

tried in Arusha, Tanzania. In a statement read by EAC Secretary General 

Richard Sezibera, the Summit welcomed the resolution to extend 

jurisdiction of the EACJ and directed the Council of Ministers to consider the 

matter by the end of May, and report to an Extraordinary Summit to be 

convened immediately thereafter. 

The Government’s strategy apparently is to re-open investigations and 

prosecutions into some 5,000 pending cases on the 2008 post-election 

violence to show it is serious on punishing those implicated in the crimes. 

Previously, the ICC has rejected the Government’s application to refer the 

cases, saying Kenyan authorities lack the political will to ensure credible 

prosecutions. 

  

The Director of Public Prosecutions Keriako Tobiko has moved to implement recommendations by a panel of lawyers, who 

advised the Government after the ICC confirmed the charges against the ‘Ocampo Four’. 

Attorney General Githu Muigai has since briefed the President on the legal opinion, which suggested the appointment of an 

independent Special Prosecutor to try 2008 post-poll violence cases, including those involving the four. 

 

Deputy Prime Minister Uhuru Kenyatta, former Head of Civil Service Francis Muthaura, Eldoret North MP William Ruto, and radio 

journalist Joshua arap Sang are facing crimes against humanity charges. 

 

On Saturday, Tobiko indicated he planned to appoint special prosecutors, including international experts, to handle the over 

5,000 pending cases. To ensure their credibility, the DPP said he would consult the ICC, the Law Society of Kenya, and the 

International Crimes Tribunal for Rwanda to identify competent individuals. 

President Kibaki signalled the renewed efforts in an address to Parliament on Tuesday. He pointedly recalled the House endorsed 

a Motion calling for the withdrawal of Kenya from ICC and stressed his Government will continue pushing for local trials. 

 

Delay setting trial date 

 

The following day Vice- President Kalonzo Musyoka told Parliament he was privy to "serious consultations" to stop trials against 

the four Kenyans at The Hague. As if on cue, members of the East African Legislative Assembly sitting in Nairobi, voted for the 

trials to be referred to the Arusha-based EACJ. 

 

Uhuru and Muthaura have asked the Trial Chamber to delay setting a trial date until appeals on jurisdiction are determined. 

 

 

 

Deputy Prime Minister Uhuru Kenyatta (second left) and 

Former Head of Civil Service Francis Muthaura when they 

appeared before the International Criminal Court, The Hague. 
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EAC HELD TRAINING OF TRAINERS WORKSHOP ON REGIONAL INTEGRATION FOR 

EACSOF, EABC, EALGA MEMBERS AND MINISTRIES OF EAC IN PARTNER STATES 

 
East African Community Secretariat, Arusha, 23 April 2012: The EAC Deputy Secretary General in charge of Finance and 
Administration, Dr. Julius Rotich, opened a one-week Training of Trainers (ToT) workshop on the EAC integration process at the East 
African Hotel in Arusha, Tanzania.   
 
In his opening remarks, the Deputy Secretary General emphasized the importance of making the Community people-centered to 
ensure the sustainability of the regional bloc.  
 
“Popular involvement and participation can only be realized by ensuring that the public is aware of the aims and objectives as well as 
the ongoing and planned projects and programmes of the East African Community,” said Dr. Rotich. 
 
The Deputy Secretary General reiterated the need for processes such as policy formulation to be responsive.  
 
Said Dr. Rotich: “Unless governments are responsive to the people’s needs and views in relation to the regional integration process, 
our mission is likely to encounter a lot of obstacles on the way.” 
 
The EAC Secretariat with support from GIZ rolled out a series of sensitization and awareness campaigns on the EAC integration for 
civil society, private sector and local governments and the general public in a sustainable manner.  
 
The meeting has brought together representatives from the East African Business Council (EABC), East African Civil Society Forum 
(EACSOF), the East African Local Governments Association (EALGA) as well as the Ministries of EAC in the Partner States.   
 
The major aim of the sensitization campaigns was to create awareness among the citizens of East Africa on the integration process in 
order for them to take full advantage of the benefits of regional integration. 
 
As part of the campaign, the Training of Trainers (ToT) aims at equipping the participants with adequate knowledge of the EAC 
structures and processes to enable then roll out sensitization awareness activities in the Partner States.  
 
It is also envisaged that the stakeholders (EABC, EACSOF, EALGA and Ministries of EAC) will own the process of sensitization on the 
EAC in the Partner States and therefore, incorporate sensitization campaigns in their operational plans. 
  
Through their structures, champions of the integration process will be indentified and supported to expand, sustain and 
institutionalize the process among their constituents.  
 
 

THE EAST AFRICAN LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY PASSES THE EAC HIV 

& AIDS PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT BILL, 2012 

Key milestone achieved!  

 Monday April 23, 2012 at the 4
th

 Meeting of its 5
th

 Session, the East African Legislative Assembly (EALA) debated and passed the HIV 
and AIDS Prevention and Management Bill, 2012! 
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The passing of the Bill by EALA marks not only a key achievement, but also one of the two most crucial steps towards realization of a 
regional HIV & AIDS legislation applicable to the 5 countries of East Africa, namely, the United Republic of Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, 
Rwanda and Burundi; the other key step being the Assent to the Bill by the EAC Heads of States –the Presidents of the EAC Partner 
States. 

 The passage of the Bill is a major score for the civil society in the region who were instrumental in bringing the Bill into 
life. EANNASO and the Regional Task Force on HIV & AIDS Law and Policy in the EAC are all very excited about the prospects of the 
history that is about to be made and what all this will mean to the people of East Africa after the 4 -year efforts!  The Bill seeks to 
harmonize and strengthen the national responses to HIV and AIDS in the EAC Partner States by providing a regional legal framework 
for the attainment of a synergistic and more coordinated response which shall, in turn, contribute to the overall reduction in HIV 
incidence and prevalence rates in the EAC. 

 The Bill takes a progressive approach by emphasizing on prevention whilst embracing the other key aspects of the response to the 
pandemic, namely, treatment, care and support. It takes the Rights –based Approach (RBA) in its content and spirit and provides for 
the application of the RBA in its application and in HIV & AIDS programming in the region. Further, in a more progressive fashion, it 
fosters the promotion, actualization and protection of human rights of all in the context of HIV & AIDS.   

EANNASO - the Chair of the Regional Task Force, for and on behalf of the Task Force members, namely, Actionaid International –
regional office, African Network of People living wth HIV –East African Chapter (NAP+EAR), Alliance Burundaise contre le SIDA (ABS), 
CNLS Burundi (Burundi National AIDS Commission), East Africa Law Society (EALS), Kenya Legal & Ethical Issues Network on HIV and 
AIDS (KELIN), Rwanda NGO's Forum on AIDS and Health Promotion, Uganda Human Rights Commission, Uganda Network of Law, 
Ethics and HIOV & AIDS (UGANET), Volunteer Services Organization (VSO) – Tanzania and Women Organizations Network for Human 
Rights Advocacy WONETHA wish to extend our sincere appreciation and thank the members of the EALA, the Office of the Clerk -
EALA, Trade Mark East Africa, UNDP Regional office for East and Southern Africa, the EAC Secretariat and all other key stakeholders 
who have contributed to the initiative reaching where it is today. 

It has indeed been a long, challenging but fulfilling journey culminating into the recently –held EALA General Purpose Committee 
meeting of 13th and 14th April 2012, in Nairobi, Kenya to review the Bill, receive the views of East Africans following the Public 
Hearings on the Bill held in all the 5 EAC Partner States on 12th April, 2012 and compile a report for EALA. All these were preceded 
and other key activities –cum -milestones over the four –year period (April 2008 – April 2012), including, among others:- 

 a regional legal audit of the HIV & AIDS laws; 

 a 5 - country stakeholder consultation; 

 a regional stakeholder consultative meeting; 

 a regional stakeholder (consolidation) meeting; 

 drafting of the Bill; and 

 a regional consultative meeting of Parliamentary draftspersons from the region to review the Bill.        

The Bill will now await Assent by the EAC Heads of States before it can become an Act of the Community. This, however, calls for 
concerted efforts by advocates in HIV & AIDS, Associations and networks of Persons living with HIV, CSOs, Development Partners 
and all key stakeholders in mobilization, lobby and advocacy to achieve the much needed assent by the Heads of State. 

For further information related to the above information, Kindly contact EANNASO through Julius Sabuni 
on sabuni@eannaso.org with a copy to eannaso@eannaso.org or tel: +255 27 254 9525. 

 
 

DIALOGUE ON FRAGILE STATES AND ENABLING ENVIRONMENT  

mailto:sabuni@eannaso.org
mailto:eannaso@eannaso.org
tel:%2B255%2027%20254%209525
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Some 1.5 Billion people live in Fragile and Conflict affected States around the world, with a majority of these people (20 countries) in 
Africa. This is why the ongoing International Dialogue on Peace building and State building (IDPS) is critical not just to the enabling 
environment of CSOs across Africa, but to the larger democratic and Human rights agenda of the continent. 
   

Updates 
 
On March 28-30 2012, 43 CSOs from over 23 countries gathered in Nairobi to develop an engagement strategy for Peace building 
and State building. Part of this discussion centered on how to engage with the ongoing International Dialogue Process initiated by 
Donors and Fragile States, and which culminated in  an agreement on Peace building and State building Goals, as well as a New Deal 
for engagement in Fragile States. The other part focused on how to use the IDPS Dialogue to strengthen CSOs in these countries and 
expand their space for dialogue and participation in development. 
 

The meeting agreed on three areas: 
    
The engagement will pay attention to greater participation and ownership of CSOs from the South, especially those in countries that 
form the g7+ group of Fragile States.Strong support will be given to the implementation of the New Deal at country level. The New 
Deal is an agreement between g7+ and Donors calls for concrete steps to move out fragility and ensure society and CSO 
participation, while asking donors to commit to provide resources needed to sustain these steps. 
CSOs will use the IDPS process to have wider dialogue with donors and governments in the broader issues of peace security, long 
term development, CSO space and CSO challenges in Conflict and Fragile States. 
 
The CSOs in Nairobi, who included those from 15 g7+ group of fragile states, agreed on contact persons for each country, known as 
focal points. This is a temporary arrangement that will allow us to have at least one person in each of the 15 countries to act as a 
channel for communication and networking as well as coordination with the larger CSO in that country. 
 
WE also agreed on the formation of SIX (6) Regional Focal points to help with the work at a more Regional and Global level. Again 
this is a temporary arrangement that will give way to a wider CSO engagement once we secure some resources. It is worth noting 
that the IDPS process currently has no funds for CSO engagement at all levels, and the CSOs will still need to look for creative ways of 
engagement and work, especially at country level. 
 
 We would also like to let you know that there was a special series of sessions for the IDPs in the just concluded World Bank Spring 
Meeting in Washington (April 18-23 2012). CSOs working in Fragile and Conflict countries held a session with other CSOs and 
governments, with the panel being shared with representatives from the g7+ and IDPS Secretariat. This was a remarkable show of 
solidarity. 
 
An additional set of meetings organized by the World Bank for the IDPS process was held with Ministers and the World Bank arm 
responsible for support to weak states (known as International Development Alliance - IDA). 
 
In moving forward there is increased interest in supporting the International Dialogue and we encourage as many CSOs as possible 
to be engaged. Please note that engagement is open to ALL CSOs. There are currently several areas that you can participate. The first 
is the process of developing Indicators to measure progress on Peacebuilding and Statebuilding. This process begun in February 2012 
and will go on until sometime in June 2012. The second is supporting the engagement at country level-This is the most important 
part and will involve the Implementation of the New Deal as well as the commitment of governments to effective state-society 
relations. Finally you can engage in the other various Global processes that are related to the IDPS. Participation to the IDPS 
meetings is by invitation only. But if you are interested you can join the CSO group that is involved in this process both at the Global 
and continental level. We will be happy to send you contacts of the focal points in Africa, two countries- Nepal and Timo Leste. 
 
We call upon all of us to support this process. It is our best chance for sustainable peace and long term stability in Africa. It is our 
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chance to strengthen the space for our engagement and ensure that CSOs    are granted freedom to work even in these countries. 
   

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE UPCOMING EVENTS 

1.  May 22-24, Open Forum for Civil Society on Money, Power & Sex: The paradox of unequal growth organised by Open 
Society, contact Mary Wandia at mwandia@osiea.org  

2. May 22-24, Training of small group of CSOs in engagement in context of Fragility and violent conflicts-sponsored by the 
World Bank Institute, Contact Paul Okumu at Paul.Okumu@gmail.com or paul.okumu@sisasustainability.org  

3. May 24, Small group from Africa to look at the Indicators proposed and provide feedback, Contact Paul Okumu at 
paul.okumu@sisasustainability.org  

4. June 7-8, EACSOF 6th Annual Forum organised by EACSOF, Contact Dr. Martin Mwondha at eacsof@gmail.com or 
omwondha662@yahoo.com  

5. June 6-7, Working Group on Indicators and Political Processes of the IDPS, Contact Paul Okumu at Paul.Okumu@gmail.com 
or paul.okumu@sisasustainability.org  

6. June 8, Steering Committee Meeting of the IDPS, Contact Paul Okumu at paul.okumu@sisasustainability.org                                                                                                    
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